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COOKED MEALS FOR HOMELESS CHILDREN

Haggar CSI collaborated with Sudan Social
Development Organization (SUDO) on their
“Responding to the Impact of COVID -19
Shutdown in Khartoum on Homeless
Children”, project. The overall objective is to
protect homeless children living in the streets
of Khartoum and help them survive COVID 19
and its risks. Haggar Group is contributing to
provide cooked meals and clean drinking
water to 1,500 street children in Khartoum
throughout a part of the lockdown.
SUDO has been using child friendly and tailor
made messages to raise children awareness
about COVID 19 and how they can protect
themselves and others from the spread of
the disease and what to do if any of them
develops symptoms. Street children language
known as Rendouk is used for health advice
and awareness raising. The project also
included the procurement and distribution of
basic health and hygiene kits such as masks,
soap and basic first aid kits.

COVIRTUAL HACKATHON
In the face of the rapidly spreading covid-19 infections, the Sudanese economy is at risk.
MSMEs are amongst the most affected with supply and distribution channels interrupted,
demand dropping with the restricted mobility and markets closing down.
In an effort to support these entrepreneurs and guide them through this crisis, Haggar
Group, along with the Ministry of Health, Ministry of Finance, US Embassy and others have
collaborated with 249Startups in their Co-Virtual Hackathon. Aiming at providing tailor-made
solutions to the challenges caused by the unfolding pandemic, Haggar CSI offered both
financial and technical support to the program.
Eight startup teams have been selected to participate in the COVirtual Hackathon, they went
through a process of development and mentorship until the final stage where the Jury
selected the winner as (Morsal Tamwin). Morsal is a solution that allows buyers to order
products from their homes by using short SMS messages saving them the effort of going out
and exposing them to the risk of contracting the virus.
They registered a total of 900 orders from 2 different localities in Khartoum State and worked
with 7 MSME’s.

Haggar Group Corporate Sustainability & Social Impact Department signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with Emad Abbas – founder of EnlightenBook, an
audiobook platform for the visually impaired and dyslexic, providing audio
academic and reading books.
The partnership aims at fully supporting the “Visually Impaired Basic Needs Library”,
which allows providing Academic audio books free of charge.
The contribution is part of our People with Disability endeavors, along with our
commitment to SDG 4: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.

SALAM SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
Haggar group constantly strives to support micro,
small and medium sized starting enterprises. We
have collaborated with entrepreneurs and
startups that work on and reflect our value of
empowerment, excellence and ownership. During
the Covid-19 pandemic, we continue to support
these startups, just as Coldair Engineering
Company (CEC) did with Salam Social Enterprise.
Salam is an initiative focusing on producing local
face masks in order to cover the shortage in
Sudan.
CEC provided technical and logistics support to
help transport large order
quantities.
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